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More than a million traders learn from Youtube videos.

But most of them don’t know how to use Youtube effectively.

Here are 8 ways to double Youtube productivity today:■

Collaborated with @niki_poojary

1. Avoid ads

Constant ads are the biggest irritation when it comes to Youtube.

Just download Adblock Plus to avoid ads on your computer/desktop.

Save up on time.

Here is the link to download it.

https://t.co/2jXhtFC0H3

2. Block Ads on Youtube Mobile - (Youtube Vanced)

Most people aren't aware that they can block ads on youtube mobile too. Don't need to purchase Youtube premium.

How? well, just download Youtube Vanced.

Here is the link to download Vanced manager.

https://t.co/EKGbaq525v

3. Make another account 

 

Make a new account and follow channels related to trading and keep that youtube account only for trading videos. 
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This way you don't miss out on any trading videos and have them clubbed together. 

 

My main Youtube account I keep for other entertainment.

4. Subscribe to your favorite channels

Go to your subscriptions tab.

Here you'll see the videos released that day of the accounts you follow.

Add to queue all the videos you want to watch which have been released that day. Consume those together.

5. Watch all videos at 2x speed 

 

Youtubers talk very slow which wastes tremendous time. 

 

Hence watch videos at 2x speed to quickly navigate through the content/videos.



 

If you want to watch 8 videos you can finish them off in the span of 4 videos with 2X speed.

6. Skip Parts

Watching videos daily of every channel, you'll know the timepoints where they reveal key information.

For eg, in

1. Mr. PR Sundar's Pre Market I just watch the latter part where he reveals his trades.

2. Ronak Sir's Notes in excel I take a screenshot.

7. Build playlists

Subscribe to your favorite channels and make a playlist of all their videos daily.

Watch each video and form notes as to:

1. How they do their technical analysis

2. Which options they are selling for zero in the current week etc.

3. Weekly outlook

Segregate videos into different categories. 

 

For eg, Subhasish Pani and Trade with Trend are two of my favorite channels for "technical analysis". 



Club their best videos together and take quick notes on them! 

 

Another eg, club their positional trading videos together.

8. Live Trading

Watch live trading videos on days you lose to figure out new ideas/pointers and how other traders are thinking differently

and controlling their risk.

Shreyas Bandi & Ronak Unadkat Sir are two traders who daily share how they trade. I love watching their videos.

I hope doing these will increase your productivity on youtube.

If you found this useful, please do RT first tweet.

Follow to never miss them.
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